Charming village of the Tuscia area, famous worldwide for its incredible etruscan proofs, Tarquinia belongs
since 2004 to the UNESCO heritage thanks to its Necropolis. In the heart of the historical centre, the
Vitelleschi Palace, building of the Renaissance, location of the National Archeological Museum. Don't miss
the chance to visit the medieval historical centre, surrounded by an ancient wall that encloses historical
buildings and medieval towers.

Tourist Office: Piazza Cavour, 1 telephone +39 0766 849282
Police: Piazza Trento e Trieste, 5 Telephone +39 0766/85401
Italian Police: Via della Caserma, 26 Telephone 0766/ 856013
Emergency 112

Transports
Trains: Tarquinia Railway Station
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Via Vecchia della Stazione
Info on www.trenitalia.com

Buses:
EUSEPI TRANSPORTS (city transports)
Via Umberto I°, 14 - Tarquinia (VT) 01016
Telephone.+39-0766.848280 Fax.+39-0766.840835
Schedule time on www.eusepitrasporti.it
COTRAL (Lazio Region suburban transports)
Information
(Monday to Friday, from 08 a.m. to 18 p.m.)
Telephone 800 174 471 (free call for landline)
Telephone +39 06 7205 7205 (mobile call)
Schedule time on www.cotralspa.it
Rent a car :
TARQUINIA NOLEGGIO
Via di Porto Clementino, snc - 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
Telephone +39 0766.864784 Mobile phone +39 339.4648820 / 380.1557878
www.tarquinianoleggio@libero.it - info@tarquinianoleggio.it
RENT A CAR WITH DRIVER
Termentini Aldo
Via delle Croci, 39, 01016 Tarquinia VT
Telephone: +39 0766 856493 – 333/5376117
Eusepi Trasporti
Via Umberto I°, 14 - Tarquinia (VT) 01016
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Telephone +39-0766.848280 Fax.+39-0766.840835
Seripa Osvaldo
4, Via Busnengo - 00053 Civitavecchia (RM)
Telephone + 39 0766 503790 – mobile phone 328/3042115
Nacci Emiliano
Via Antonio Meucci 13 - Loc. Colonia Elisabetta
01016 Tarquinia (VT) – Italia
Telephone (+39) 329.8552780

Hospital: Viale Igea, 1 Tarquinia Telephone+39 0761 3391
Medical Emergency 118
Pharmacy:
Council-run Pharmacy: 1 Viale Igea, 20/a Telephone +39 0766 856096
Council-run Pharmacy : 2 Via Aldo Moro, 2 Telephone +39 0766 856012
Farmacia Del Corso: Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 37 Telephone +39 0766 856051
Farmacia Greco Via Andrea Doria, 55 Telephone +39 0766 864815

Daniele Scarantino – Trainer
Str. del Lupo
Tarquinia (VT) - 01016
Telephone +39:347 1823737 (Mobile phone)
Web site:faviconwww.centrosportivocinofilo.com
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Parrocchia Maria SS.ma Stella del Mare-Tarquinia Lido
Piazza Nettuno - Lido di Tarquinia, 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
Telephone: +39 329 6162830
Eucharistic Celebrations
Weekday
Winter time 17.00
Summertime 19.00
Holidays
Winter time 11.00 - 17.00 (Christmas Holidays)
Summer time 11.00 - 19.00

Open Air Market
Tarquinia Lido:
From the first Sunday of june to the last of august
Piazza Nettuno -Lido di Tarquinia, 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
Tarquinia (old town):
Wednesday
Via Tagete, Piazza Tagete.

Ricevitoria Sisal (betting shop)
3, Via Andrea Doria - 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
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Bike Rent:
Viale delle Sirene, 01016 Lido di Tarquinia VT (close to Cimoroni Pastry Shop)
Viale Andrea Doria, 55, 01016 Tarquinia VT (Close to Greco Pharmacy)

Mobile Operators
Global Com – Punto Tim e Vodafone
Viale Bruschi Falgari, 21, 01016 Tarquinia VT
Wind Infostrada - Tre
Via IV Novembre Tarquinia (VT) (close to Royal Pastry )
Telephone +39 0766/730255
Iliad
C/o Supermercato Carrefour Market
Via Aldo Moro, 01016 Tarquinia VT

The Etruscans: Tuscia is the most representative area for the etruscan civilization, land that conquered
artists and writers. Severals are the available daily trips to enjoy the suggestive landscapes of the ancient
town of Vulci, the tumulus of the Banditaccia Necropolis in Cerveteri, the architecture of the stone
Necropolis, enclosed by greenery, the mistery of hidden etruscan rocky streets, the several findings on
display in the Archeological Museums.
Archeological National Museum of Tarquinia
Piazza Cavour snc - 01016 Tarquinia VT – Telephone + 39 0766856036
Opening Hours Museum:
From Monday to Friday 9.00 a.m. to 7.30 p.m.
Opening Hours Necropolis:
From 9.00 a.m. to 7.30
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Closed for Holidays: January 1 st, December 25th except special opening on MIBAC project as DM 330
30/06/2016
Tickets: full price ticket € 6,00, reduced price ticket € 2,00 except benefits referring to the web site of
MIBAC. Cumulative (Museum+ Necropolis) valid for 2 days: full price ticket € 10,00 – Reduced cumulative
ticket € 4,00
Monterozzi Necropolis
Via Ripagretta 01016 Tarquinia - Tel: (+39) 338 861 8856
Tickets: full price ticket 6,00 cumulative (valid for 2 days) € 10,00; Reduced ticket 2,00 €; reduced
cumulative ticket € 4,00
http://www.polomusealelazio.beniculturali.it/index.php?it/556/museo-archeologico-nazionale-ditarquinia

Naturalistic Archeological Park of Vulci
From January 1st to 31st March : 9,00 a.m. to 5 p.m.
From April 1st to June 30th: 9,00 a.m. to 6 p.m.
From July 1st to August 31st: 9,00 a.m. to 7 p.m.
September: 9.00 a.m. 6 p.m.
October to December: 9,00 a.m. 5 p.m.
Christmas Holidays: Closed on December 25th and January 1st
Early closing on December 24th and 31st
Park Full price ticket € 10,00
Kids (7-13 years old) € 6,00; 0-6 for free
Ticket Office Parco Archeologico Naturalistico di Vulci
Telefono: +39.0766.89298

+39.0766.870179

Fax: +39.0766.89298
Coordinate GPS: 42.42364659294317, 11.627140045166015
https://vulci.it/category/parco-di-vulci/guida-al-parco/scopri-il-parco-vulci/
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Archeological National Cerite Museum
Piazza Santa Maria
00053 Cerveteri (RM)
telephone: +39 06 9941354
Banditaccia Necropolis
Via della Necropoli 43/45 - Cerveteri (RM)
telephone: +39 06 9940001
Opening Hours and prices: from 9.0 0 a.m. to 7.30 pm (Monday to Friday). Free admission the first Sunday
of the month (October to march).
Closed on Monday
Indirizzo: via della Necropoli, 43/45 CAP: 00052 - Telephone: +39 06 9940001
Museum opening hours: from Monday to Sunday 9.00 a.m. -7.30 p.m. (ticketing office closes at 6.30
p.m.).
Necropolis opening hours: from Tuesday to Sunday from 9.00 a.m. to the sunset; ticketing office closes an
hour before the sunset.
Closing: Monday, January 1st, December 25th except special opening on MIBAC project as DM 330
30/06/2016.
Tickets: : full price ticket 6,00 cumulative (valid for 2 days) € 10,00; Reduced ticket € 2,00 (18 to 25 years
old) ; reduced cumulative ticket € 4,00
CUMULATIVE Unesco towns (Cerveteri Necropolis and Museum+Tarquinia Necropolis and Museum) valid 7
days, full price € 15,00 – reduced € 8,00 ( 18 to 25 years old
From October to March admission free on the first Sunday of the month
http://www.polomusealelazio.beniculturali.it/index.php?it/230/museo-nazionale-archeologico-cerite-enecropoli-della-banditaccia
Other promotion:
www.beniculturali/domenicalmuseo
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The Middle Ages: Ancient Villages, located on the top of rocky tuff, features the magic of a past era and
attract for the beauty of the small squares surrounded by artisans small stores, and for the fascinating
medieval churches.
TARQUINIA
Charming village of the Tuscia area, famous worldwide for its incredible etruscan proofs, Tarquinia belongs
since 2004 to the UNESCO heritage thanks to its Necropolis. In the heart of the historical centre, the
Vitelleschi Palace, building of the Renaissance, location of the National Archeological Museum. Don't miss
the chance to visit the medieval historical centre, surrounded by an ancient wall that encloses historical
buildings and medieval towers.
Tuscania: The territory is developed on seven hills, like Rome, until the most extreme point where the Saint
Peter Church is located, beautiful example of Lombard-Romanesque and the Santa Maria Maggiore Church.
The historical centre, rebuilt after a strong earthquake, has been partly changed comparing to its original
aspect, but anyway it conserves several proofs like the ancient perimetral wall.
Viterbo:
County seat, is proud to have an historic town which is a beautiful example of medieval architecture: well
refined palaces, beautiful piperino fountains, churches and cloisters. Whorty of visit: the Town Hall,
Podestà Palace, Farnese Palace, the San Lorenzo Duomo and the namesake square, to the Popes Loggia and
Palace.
Civita di Bagnoregio: Known as “The dying city” this place will totally amaze you. Civita di Bagnoregio ,
lovely village located on the top of decaying rocky hill is so often used as movie set. This place looks like an
island with a dramatic beauty, completely surrounded by a suggestive landscape made of ravines, crests
made of clay shaped by the weather conditions and by the time.
Sutri: set on a tuff mountain looking like a whole thing with the rock, since the etruscan age Sutri has
always been important for its strategical location. Don’t miss the Archaelogic Park, where you can visit the
etruscan Necropolis, the Mitreo, the Amphitheater symbol of the city and the Savorelli Villa.
Calcata: village located in the Treja valley, where simple houses built up with typical rocks or digged directly
into the tuff, mark the limits of the streets, where you can find small artisan shops. The surrounding
landscape is really suggestive and you can also glimpse ruins of old medieval buildings.
The Unusual: The magic and the odd are hidden in the nature of the Monsters Park in Bomarzo and the
Tarots Garden in Capalbio.
The Tarot Garden: created by the artist Niki De Saint Phalle, realized in the last period of her artistic career,
putting together different materials to create female characters where you can walk in and live, using
strong and bright colors, with shapes that reminds of the main figures of the tarots. Perfect fusion between
art, architecture and design, the Park represents the spiritual dream of the artist, and the entrance itself,
reveals the difference between magic and reality.
Loc. Garavicchio, 58011 Capalbio Grosseto
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Telephone +39 0564 895122
Opening: from April 1st to October 15th
Monday to Sunday from 2.30 p.m. to 7.30 p.m.
Full ticket € 12,00
Over 65 € 7,00
Kids up to 7 years old free admission
http://ilgiardinodeitarocchi.it/en/
The Sacred Forest
The Sacred Forest, known as The Monsters Park, features a collection of grotesque sculptures realized in
volcanic material, with the purpose to amaze people with the fantasy.
Loc. Giardino s.n.c
01020 Bomarzo (VT) Italy
Telephone +39 0761/924029
Tickets:
Full ticket: € 11,00
Reduced ticket: ( 4 to 13 years old) € 8,00
https://www.sacrobosco.it/enter.php?lang=eng

Rome, a museum under the sky: this is how you feel Rome, a chaotic overview incredibly rich of artworks,
proof of centuries oh history, heart of the Roman Empire.Impossible to discover the city in a short time
because it offers thousands aspects that you can choose depending on your priorities, don't forget the
unexpected of its playful side, that you can discover through the liveliness of the locals, through the
aromas of the trattorias, the precious relax moments you can spend in the different cafès.
www.romesite.com

Tourist guides in Tarquinia
Albertini Giuseppina Languages: italian Telephone +39 393/7494393
Angelucci Sabina Languages: italian, french Tel.ephone + 39 338/3438023
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Bianchi Isa Languages: italian, english Telephone + 39 338/1623895
Ciurluini Concetta Languages: italian, french Telephone + 39 339/8264461
Hengstenberg Norma Languages: deutch, italian, english, spanishTelephone +39 388/1673918 –
338/9391983
Lantieri Vincenza Languages: italian, english Telephone +39 338/6212354
Maggini Alessia Languages: italian, spanish, french Telephone + 39 328/7053223
Maneschi Lorella Languages: italian Telephone + 39 338/3211260
Moroni Claudia Languages: italian, english Telephone +39 347/6920574
Scoponi Maria Chiara Languages: italian, english, french Telephone + 39 329/93285808
Subrizi Sabrina Languages: italian, french Telephone + 39 333/2077358
Tonicchi Maria Rosita Languages: italian, english Telephone +39 328/2744215
Torresi Tamara Languages: italian, english Telephone + 39 333/8018192
For more information https://tarquiniaturismo.com/

The seaside: The Lazio Coast is proud of long and wide beaches of soft sand, easy for swimming also for the
kids. The good weather, with warm temperature and many hours of sunshine, permits to live the sea for a
long time.
Lakes: are located near the villages with all the wonders of the past. Famous are the Bolsena Lake, the fifth
in Italy for the size and the Vico one, with a huge naturalistic worth. Of volcanic origin, they offer a good
opportunity to be involved in trekking routes and birdwatching.
Natural Parks: A wild nature, rebel and savage that will conquer who will have the opportunity to meet it
for the first time. With their different characteristics, whether it be the closeness to the sea, to the lakes or
to a thick greenery and a luxuriant undergrowth, they offer to the nature lovers, many starting points for
tours. Some of them: : the Marturanum Park, the Burano Oasis, the Vico Lake Reserve, the Lamone
Reserve.
The islands: In the wonderful setting of the Argentario, everytime Giannutri and Giglio Islands win the
affection of tourists who leave enchanted by the beauty of the nature and the charm of the unpolluted
sea. The sea bottom attract many scuba divers.
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Ticketing Office:

https://www.maregiglio.it/eng/
https://www.toremar.it/en/
Cruises:

Parco Avventura: one of the most big Adventure Park in Lazio, located in the wide and suggestive pine
grove of the Camping Village “Riva dei Tarquini”.
OPENING: APRIL - MAY - JUNE - SEPTEMBER
Saturday and Sunday 10 a.m. – 7 p.m.
Mid-week 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
(June - September)
Last entry at 5 p.m.
Via Aurelia km. 102, Str. Litoranea km. 2,5 - 01016 – Tarquinia (VT)
Infoline + 39 342.33.655.67
https://www.parcoavventuratarquinia.it/home-new-eng
Acquafelix: Acquafelix: Waterpark with dreaming swimming pools, creeks navigables with dinghy,
massagging water jets and shows, is located between luxuriant trees and green grass, just a few metres to
the sea.
Opening on May 30th to September 6th (more information on the website https://www.aquafelix.it/
Best available rates only on sale on-line. At the ticketing office full rate € 21,00.
Horse riding: just few kilometres from Tarquinia, you can find the area named Farnesiana, a land of wild
beauty to organize horse rides, along nature trails where it is rare to meet cars and you can be protagonist
of an amazing landscape such as Mignone Valley and Tolfa Mountains.
Stables “ I Cavalli del Parco”
Località Vallegato, 01016 Tarquinia VT
Maria Vittoria Telephone: +39 338 708 6103
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Teaching program for kids and differently-abled
Parco dei Cinque Sensi: it is a full experience in the nature, tipically forest, for eveyone with sensory paths,
traditional and original ground basins, cases to sniff and touch, with activities to stimulate the sensivity to
the earth and to find again a forgotten lifestyle.
Via Gramignana, s.n.c. 01030 Vitorchiano
Telephone + 39 373 726 8957

www.parcocinquesensi.it

Il Museo del Fiore: a naturalistic museum, located into the woods of the Mount Rufeno Protected Area
(Acquapendente District ). Every space, indoor and outdoor, focus on flowers and all the connections with
the rest of the World.
ENTRY TICKETS
Single tickets: € 3
Reduced ticket : € 2 ( additional info about price and opening hours available on the web site ).
http://laperegina.it/museo-del-fiore/
Torre Alfina
Bio Parco: The Bio parco, the zoo of Rome since 1911, houses around 200 animal species like mammals,
birds, reptiles and amphibious from all the 5 continents.
Bio Parco Foundation of Rome
Viale del Giardino Zoologico, 20 - 00197 – Roma
Switchboard: 06 36 08 211
http://www.bioparco.it/
Rainbow MagicLand: Rainbow MagicLand is a Fantasy park located at only 20 minutes from Rome.
Via della Pace 00038 - Valmontone RM
Phone: 06 95318700
Info about opening hours and prices : https://magicland.it/en
Cinecittà World: Movies and Tv theme park where you can live the experience of several fantasy worlds.
Here you can travel to new planets, going back to the american 20's, fighting against aliens or going deep
into the History of the Cinema. Cinecittà World is the place where the World of the Cinema meets the one
of the TV, the entrance to the collective image of several different worlds.
Roma, Via di Castel Romano, 00128 RM
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Phone. 06 4041 1541
Info about opening hours and prices : https://www.cinecittaworld.it/en
Cinema:
Cinema Etrusco
Via della Caserma, 32, 01016 Tarquinia VT
Phone: 0766 856432
http://www.cinemaetrusco.it/

Sailing:
Civitavecchia is the naval base of Riva di Traiano, from where all the sailing courses depart, the daily ones
or for course that last for the whole week-end to the discovery of the natural , historical and artistic
beauties of the coast (from Santa Severa to Capo Argentario).
Molo Zero
Amateur Sporting Club
Via Puglie, 12 - Civitavecchia (RM)
Phone: 06/40044220 - 340 752 2786
Kite surf
Kiteschool Tarquinia
Phone. 3482110710/3397093018
Pierschool - Windsurf - Kitesurf - SUP
Info and bookings:
Pier 3884581727
Edoardo 3209431642
Lungomare delle Nereidi, 01016 Lido di Tarquinia VT
Enduro motocross:
With the support of experienced guides, beginners and also more experienced drivers can enjoy and
explore beautiful and rough landscapes. You can drive with maxienduro and dual sport on dirt tracks trough
a wild nature.
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CRC Adventure
Phone. 338 599 5786
Free-climbing:
In Ripa Maiala there are more than 100 climbing routes, with funny names like”nonno santo”, “cerchio
nella roccia”, “manipolazione genetica”,” lottacontinua”( lit. "saint granpa", "circle in the rock" "incessant
fight".) Different and exciting its location: in the morning easy and fun the east side, whereas the southwest is more various and more suitable for athletics and experienced climbersPer informazioni sulle vie:
https://www.terredellafarnesiana.it/
Trekking:
Walking along etruscans ruins, through ancient roman paths, woods and misterious lakes, casteles and
medieval villages, parks belonging to the Renaissance, discovering the Maremma with a walk, a land rich in
history, cradle of the ancient etruscan civilization. You can choose between several itineraries, on a
different difficulty scale and with various thematic routes.
Info available on the website:
http://www.caiviterbo.it/sentieri.html
https://it.wikiloc.com/percorsi/escursionismo/italia/lazio/
ASD Etruschi Runners:
it offers walking tours and exploring trekking.
Info: 348 317 7690
Adventures in Kayak: a route suitable for everyone along the Fiora river, walking through Vulci
archeological park to reach the river outlet.
BIKE-TOUR:
M.A.S.A. Adventures Kayak
Alessandro Phone. 380 250 1882
Roberto Phone. 393/8498901
A relaxing way to discover the surroundings, their hidden places, riding the bike into the nature, discovering
the little villages where the time seems to have stopped, where you can meet locals and enjoy traditional
dishes.
Itineraries from Tarquinia:
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Single Track of Piccasorceta 28 km difficulty level: medium
Tarquinia - Bracciano – Cerveteri 80 km difficulty level: medium

Tarquinia-Vetralla-M.Romano-Tarquinia 78 km difficulty level: medium
Tarquinia-La Roccaccia-Tarquinia km 50 difficulty level: medium
Tarquinia -Allumiere –Tarquinia km 63 difficulty level: medium
Itineraries from Cencelle:
Borgo operaio 20 km difficulty level: easy
Ripa Maiala 25 km difficulty level: medium-easy
Marano 30 km difficulty level: hard
Eremo 20 km difficulty level: hard
Salita della Cava 25 km difficulty level: medium-hard
Info : https://it.wikiloc.com/percorsi/mountain-bike/italia/lazio/tarquinia
https://www.piste-ciclabili.com/comune-tarquinia
BIKE-TOUR:
Departure from Cencelle:
Borgo operaio 20 km difficulty level: easy
Ripa Maiala 25 km difficulty level: medium-easy
Marano 30 km difficulty level: hard
Eremo 20 km difficulty level: hard
Salita della Cava 25 km difficulty level: medium-hard
Departure from Tarquinia:
Single Track della Piccasorceta 28 km difficulty level: medium
Tarquinia - Bracciano – Cerveteri 80 km difficulty level: medium
Tarquinia-Vetralla-M.Romano-Tarquinia 78 km difficulty level: medium
Tarquinia-La Roccaccia-Tarquinia km 50 difficulty level: medium
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Tarquinia -Allumiere –Tarquinia km 63 difficulty level: medium

Food and tradition meet each other in the kitchen of Southern Etruria, offering tipical delicatessen
prepared with local ingredients, respecting ancient recipes trasmitted generation to generation. The sea,
fields, lakes, mountains offer a lot of products for a wide range of dishes with intense tastes and flavours.
Tipical products:
Cantina Cerveteri Tarquinia Retail store
Via Porto Clementino, Tarquinia
Phone. 0766/855066
Alessandrelli
Via IV Novembre, 10 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
0766 857034

Wine bar:
Enoteca la Velca
Via Alberata Dante Alighieri, 37
Il Grappolo
Via Alberata Dante Alighieri, 3
+39 3206866224
Cheese factory:
Azienda Agricola Tombini Lucio
Località Forca di Palma, Snc, 01016 Tarquinia VT
Phone. 0766 858809
Zootecnica Viterbese
Via Vecchia Aurelia, 8
0766 858141
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Bakeries:
MADA
9, Corso Vittorio Emanuele - 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
TRE SPIGHE
6, Via Garibaldi Menotti - 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
IL FORNARETTO
43, Via Delle Torri - 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
Piazzale Europa- 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
3, Via Turati Filippo - 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
46, Via Dei Tritoni - 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
Wines:
Cantina Sant’Isidoro
Località Portaccia
Phone.0766 869716
Cantina Cerveteri Punto Vendita Tarquinia
Via Porto Clementino, Tarquinia
Phone. 0766/855066
Cantina Cerveteri Punto Vendita Tarquinia
Via Porto Clementino, Tarquinia
Phone. 0766/855066
Cured Meats
Alessandrelli
Via IV Novembre, 10 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
0766 857034
Zootecnica Viterbese
Via IV Novembre, 10 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
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Phone. 0766 857034
Butcher shop
Fattoria Velluti
SP3, 01016 Tarquinia VT
Phone. 389 028 9944
Zootecnica Viterbese
Via IV Novembre, 10 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
Phone. 0766 857034
Pascolo degli Etruschi
Strada. Prov. Tarquiniese km 23
Phone. 334/1240467
Fruit markets
Frutta e Verdura Pancotti
Via Garibaldi - Tarquinia 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
Centrale Ortofrutticola
Via Strada Provinciale snc - 01016 Tarquinia (VT)
Phone 0766/856193
Cantina Sant’Isidoro
Località Portaccia
Phone.0766 869716
Honey
Ape Velka Apicoltura Tarquinia

Strada comunale Grottelle snc
01016 Tarquinia, Italy
Apicoltura Ercolani
La Farnesiana
Tel.+39 3357424152
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A lot of food events, great chances to enjoy tipical products with fun. The events indicated should be
reconfirmed by the organizers
APRIL:
CANINO – ASPARAGUS FESTIVAL
LADISPOLI – ARTICHOKE FESTIVAL
BOMARZO – COOKIES FESTIVAL
MAY:
NEPI – PECORINO CHEESE AND BAKED SALAMI FESTIVAL
JUNE:
NEMI - STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL
VALLERANO –PORCHETTA FESTIVAL
VITERBO – CHERRY FESTIVAL
JULY:
TARQUINIA – WILD BOAR FESTIVAL
ALLUMIERE - FESTIVAL OF THE ACQUACOTTA AND THE ANCIENT TASTES
TARQUINIA – MELON FESTIVAL
CANEPINA- MACCARONI FESTIVAL
AUGUST:
TARQUINIA – DIVINO ETRUSCO (WINE FESTIVAL)
CIVITELLA CESI – TRUFFLE FESTIVAL
ONANO – LENTILS FESTIVAL
CAPRAROLA – HAZELNUTS FESTIVAL
GRAFFIGNANO – SNAIL FESTIVAL
SEPTEMBER:
SUTRI- BEANS FESTIVAL
ONANO – LENTILS FESTIVAL
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CAPRAROLA – HAZELNUTS FESTIVAL
CAPALBIO – WILD BOAR FESTIVAL
OCTOBER:
SORIANO AL CIMINO – CHESTNUTS FESTIVAL

Hot springs: Ancient Romans chose this land also for its hot thermal waters, and its healing properties.
Several hot springs, from more sophisticated ones with attached SPA, to others with more original features.
Well known are Terme dei Papi in Viterbo, in Vulci and Saturnia.

Terme di Vulci
Via delle Terme, 01011 Canino VT
Phone: +39 0761 438574
https://termedivulci.com/
Terme dei Papi
Strada Tuscanese , Viterbo
Tel +39 0761/3501
https://www.termedeipapi.it/en/
Saturnia hot springs
https://www.termedisaturnia.it/it/terme/prezzi-piscine-termali
You can enjoy the hot springs at the private thermal baths or at the Cascate del Mulino ( Mill Waterfalls)
also known as “Cascatelle”, “Cascate del Gorello” or “ Cascate di Saturnia”, the admittance is free and
24hours open, located 3 km just before Saturnia.
Arriving from the South the Mill Waterfalls are located about 1.5 km before the thermal baths.
Terme di Saturnia SPA & Golf Resort GPS Coordinates : latitude 42,64949 north, longitude 11,51435 east.
Terme Il Bagnaccio
Strada del Garinei 01100 Viterbo
Info: + 39 348 552 5660
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https://bagnaccio.it/
Beauty Centres
La Dolce Vita
Via le Rose, 20, 01016 Tarquinia VT
+39 340 557 6774

Beauty Centre Momenti per te
Via Aldo Moro - 01016 Tarquinia (VT) - Italia
Phone. +39 0766 842693 - Mobile. +39 347 3688569

Elisir della Bellezza
Via dei Velka, 22, 01016 Tarquinia VT
Phone. +39 347 309 3864

Hairdressers
Jaco's Hair di Jacopucci Marcello
Via Montana, 2, 01016 Tarquinia VT
Phone. 0766 855054

Hairdream
Via Umberto I°, 10
+39 333 374 9507
New Style
Via Faleria, 1
Phone. +39 0766 842683
Ciatti parrucchieri
Via della Caserma
Phone. +39 329 844 6691
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Ricci e Capricci
Via IV Novembre, 7, 01016 Tarquinia VT
Phone: +39 0766 857020

Dear Guest,
we wish you a nice stay and we give you some information we believe could be useful for a great
holiday.
Check-out : the accommodation should be left within 10 a.m. For a late check-out (during the low
season, to stay until 6 p.m.) ask to the Reception to check the availability. An additional charge will
be applied.
Safety: Our trained staff take care of the daily disinfection of accommodations and common areas.
• Cleaning and disisnfection are 2 separate processes to guarantee the best result.
• Our cleaning staff is equipped with safety devices ( disposable gloves, disposable face mask. )
• Our cleaning staff use to air all the rooms at the beginning.
• All the surfaces are treated with specific sanitizing solutions.
Our staff focus with particular attention on critical points like handles, handlebars and
switchboards.
• Bed sheets are packed to guarantee the disinfection process.
• The air conditioning system is disinfected.
Equipment: The accommodations are equipped with bed sheets. Kitchen linens is not available,
towels are not included but are available with an extra charge of € 4,00 per person ( 3 pieces) .
Reception opening:
From 07 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Phone number +39 0766/864294
Night Security:
From 11 p.m. to 07 a.m.
Phone Number +39 0766/864294
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Warnings
NO smoking: All the accommodations are no smoking areas, excluding the veranda.
Air conditioning: we kindly ask our guests a correct use of the air conditioning, the use is not
allowed with windows and doors open, and the use is permitted only during the presence of
the guests.
How to lock the entrance door: you should pull up the handle and set it in vertical position
and then turn the key.

Daily guests: Visitors (Guests that come to visit family and friends and stay more than 1 hour) should
be announced before their arrival and confirmed by the Resort Management.

They must leave their government IDs at the reception at the arrival, and they can have them
back at the check-out. Daily visitors can remain in the Camping-Village until 10 p.m., who will
not attend the rules will be removed from the Camping Village, and the access will be denied
in the future.
If the guest wants to use the parking, the number plate has to be registered at the reception.
Visitors will pay at the arrival the total amount of the stay, except for the final balance if the
stay will be extended. The Resort Management should be informed of any change of the
duration of the stay, and the change must be confirmed by the Resort Management.
Restaurant (30th April – 30th September. On May and September the service

could be available only at dinner.)
At the Restaurant “La Grancevola” is available a service à la carte and take away also. On request at
the reception you can ask for a HB or FB service. Our staff will give you all the informations and
costs.
Breakfast:
From 07.30 to 09.30
Lunch:
From 12.30 to 14.00
Dinner:
From 19.30 to 21.30
Take away service is available on request.
Special requirements due to food allergies and intolerances can be managed with a previous
communication.
Whatsapp +39 371.4245584
Parking: a specific area is accessible from the entrance with free parking spaces. Vehicles can enter
the Camping Village area only at the arrival and departure, only for the time necessary to unload
and load the luggage. Access to the parking is permitted from 07.00 to 24.00.
Recycling bins: a specific area located on the map, is equipped with recycling bins. For hygenic
reasons, is better to throw the garbage from 19.00 to 24.00
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Silence time: From 24:00 to 7:00 and from 14:00 to 16:00 is respected the silence time.
During this time is strictly forbidden the circulation of vehicles inside the Camping Village
area. Guests must have a respectful behavior, to not disturb other guests.
Swimming-pool opening hours: 09.00- 12.30

15.30 - 19.00

Free Wi-Fi : network "Tuscia Tirrenica" available in the common areas located on the map. Wi-fi
is free for the guests for 3 hours per day with the same device.

Bar – Tobacco shop:
Treat yourself with a delicious brioche and a great coffe to start your day! Open „til
late, offers also a tobacco selection.
Newspapers: at the bar you can request your newspaper for the morning after.
Entertainment: Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the entertainment is reducted, is available in the
evenings and Mini club for children is planned on a time slot.
Shopping by bike
On request at the reception are available bikes for free for short rides outside the camping.
Holy Mass celebration
Every Sunday of June, July and August at 10.15 a.m. the holy mass is celebrated at the event
area near the Reastaurant. However, this service is not always guaranteed.
Informations: at the Reception is available an information book about the surroundings.
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